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End of Term2 ‘Spindle Turnings’
- Winners & some others

1st Prize Beginners
& 1st Overall
Sue Pritchard

1st Experienced
Keith Woodward
1st Intermediate
Trefor Roberts

Brett Duxfield

Den Pain
Chris Sieberhagen

Lee Riding

Peter Daymond-King

Unknown Turner

Sunil Kumar

Edwin Duxfield

Inspirations from visiting Woodturner sessions
Neil & Liz Scobie weekend at SAWG

Shane Hewitt weekend at NSWG

Dick Veitch (SAWG)
Pierre Bonny

Peter Williams
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Weekend Activities
With Shane Hewitt on June
7th & 8th at the Guild Hall.
What was planned as a demonstration
for Saturday, and hands on training for
Sunday turned out rather well for those
who came both days. As there was a
lathe for each person present on Day1,
Shane soon switched his demo into a
turning exercise for those present.

Exercise one was removing a ring from
the outer bottom of a bowl blank, and
using a tongue & groove to fit it to the
top of the bowl to increase its height.
Topics including tools, sharpening, wet
turning, woods were all addressed and
discussed throughout the day.

Sunday brought five changes to our
group, and another selection of turning
issues. Bowls with fine beads
highlighting changes in line, and wide
flanged lips, decorated using the lathe
index, were the order of the day. In
addition using the Woodcut bowl saver,
cleaning the bottom of deep bowls with
the cup tool, and discussions regarding
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form were other activities for the 2nd
day. We all learnt an awful lot from
Shane, and really appreciated his
enthusiastic efforts to make us better
woodturners. A truly great weekend.

Neil and Liz Scobie at South
Auckland Guild - June 22nd
After three weeks of no wood-turning
because of injuring my back. I was
feeling quite sorry for myself. Then I
received a phone call from Peter
Williams asking if I was fit enough to
travel down to South Auckland to attend
Neil and Liz’s demonstration. I jumped
(well perhaps not jumped) more like
staggered at the chance to get back to
some kind of turning, even it was only
watching. Armed with a thick fluffy
cushion and warm clothing we set off, in
torrential rain. The drive down was
trouble free and we arrived in plenty of
time to have a cuppa and a bickie before
the session got under way.
Neil’s first demo was based on what
makes a good bowl. Basically it came
down to good form. He showed us slides
of many award winning pieces and
discussed why they had won prizes. He
then got us all to cut a bowl shape out of
paper, placed these on the white board
and we voted on the shape of bowl we
wanted him to turn. While shaping the
bowl he talked us through the best angle
to hold the gouge to get a good shaving
on both the outside and inside.
Next he went on to demonstrate making
inter-locking doughnuts, using three
different methods, first between centres,
then on a worm screw and finally on a
chuck. Out of the three the best method
was between centres as this allowed
access from both sides. Although, with
all systems you needed to use a jam
chuck to finish off the inside edge. The
first ring was solid but, the other ring
was first cut with the grain in half.
Drilled and dry doweled at each end, and
glued through the middle waste wood
before being turned. Neil stressed that
the split ring should not be turned using
expanding jaws, for obvious reasons.
Once I am fit and well this will
definitely be something I will have a go
at.

Neil’s final demo was to make seed pods
or as he calls them squirts. As with all
his turning, he made them look so
simple to make. He demonstrated two
methods. The first was to create two in
one go using two lengths of wood,
screwed together at each end and placed
between centres. After shaping the
outside, he removed the pieces from the
lathe, separated them, turned each piece

over and screwed them back together.
He then returned it to the lathe to shape
the other side. Once he had the basic
shape he then used the bandsaw to shape
the ends. Then came the tricky bit, hand
carving the straight angles ready for
sanding. He also used a variety of power
tools to carve out an opening to create an
open pod.
The second method was to create four
pods, by using four pieces of wood held
together in the head stock by a chuck
and in the tail stock by a cupped jam
chuck. These were made in much the
same way as the two-up squirts. Care
needs to be taken when band sawing
each piece, because when turning four
you don’t get a flat side to place on the
table. Neil suggested making up a V
shape jig to overcome this hazard.
Liz finished off the day by showing us

View from the Top
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Tref’s Say
I would like to thank all those members who participated in
last term's demonstrations and particularly those who ran the
practical nights – we very much appreciate your efforts. I
thought these were the best we have had, long may it
continue!
Spindle Turning was a very challenging project for the term.
I know for myself it has made a great deal of difference to
my woodturning.
I also particularly enjoyed Shane Hewitt's training weekend
which was a resounding success and I have already been in
contact with him to look at another weekend course later in
the year.
various techniques for decorating turned
pieces, using a variety of texturing
methods, pastes, and paints. The key
points here are to use many layers to
build upon and to work from dark to
light colours. This may seem a time
consuming exercise but the results were
superb. Liz stressed that you should buy
quality acrylic paints and use them
straight from the tube, as watering them
down creates runs and bleeding into the
wood. She also suggested that colours
and texturing pastes should be blended
together thoroughly on a palette before
applying to your wood. If like me you
are not very good at drawing, a handy tip
Liz gave was to trace pictures onto the
wood using carbon paper obtainable
from any art suppliers. She also
suggested using white chalk pencils as
these shows up better on some woods.
Painting over the lines you have drawn
save unnecessary work cleaning them
off afterwards.

And finally I would like to thank Sue for her efforts dealing
with the council over the issue of the stairs, it is great to see
we are making progress.
Next term is lidded boxes, and we have some great sessions
lined up for them, including a day long course by René
Baxalle with limited spaces left.
I'm looking forward to it all.

Trefor Roberts

More Spindles from turn 2

Pepi Waite
Pierre Bonny

Throughout their demonstrations both
Neil and Liz explained their methods
clearly and very professionally using
visual aids. This was a session well
worth attending. I just wished I could
have gone back on Sunday and put into
practice what we were shown. Maybe
next time Neil and Liz come over to
New Zealand we could have them visit
our Guild. [Pepi Waite]

Anne Hopalong

Mike Durbin

Welcome to our new members:

David Browne, Peter Daymond-King, Vincent Lardeux,
Lee Riding & John Vivian. Good to have you all on board.
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Some of the Weekly Guild Night Activities
May 6th
To kick of the term’s activities we
watched Denis White’s video ―Turning
Between Centres‖, which all present
fo und mo stl y inter esti ng an d
informative, the exception being his
methods of tool sharpening. These days
with the finer white stones and jigs of all
kinds available getting sharp tools is
much easier.
May 20th
Our members were presented with a
spindle turning demonstration by Terry
Meekan, a man with 17 years turning
experience, from the South Auckland
Guild. Terry's chosen subject was a
goblet with the stem enclosed by a ring.
Mounting the wood between centres,
favouring a spur drive mounted in the
chuck made sense, as later the work was
gripped by the chuck. During the
roughing out process, Terry occasionally
lightly rested the back of the chisel on
the revolving piece to determine when it
was completely round. When the chisel
no longer bounced, it was round. Simple
and effective. Using both a skew and
gouge the external profile of the bowl
and a spigot for chuck mounting were
shaped. Then it was mounted in the
chuck, with the tail stock used to ensure
the piece would run true.
To commence hollowing a 54mm bit
mounted in the tail stock was slowly fed
into the wood. Terry had removed the
thread from the drill point claiming this
gave more control of the cutting speed
and removed the possibility of the drill
dragging itself into the wood.
A ring tool was used to finish hollowing.
The technique demonstrated involved
placing the ring against the base of the
hole and tilting it so the bottom presented
as the cutting edge, then drawing the tool
back to make the cut.
This was repeated until the desired
dimensions were achieved. On
completion, the depth of the hollow was
measured and a relevant mark made on
the external surface to avoid cutting
through to the hollow.
The ring encircling the stem was
fashioned with a tool shaped as a sharp
hook. [This tool appeared to be
fabricated from a flat piece of steel with
a hole at the tip from which part of the
4

circumference had been removed
resulting in a sharp hook]
When the ring was cut free it was taped
to the goblet bowl out of the way,
allowing the stem and base to be finished
unimpeded. For decoration a band was
marked with a skew on the bowl. A
Dremel drill was then used to decorate
the band with small circular cuts. A piece
of copper wire mounted in a coping saw
frame was used to burn the grooves
previously made completed the
decoration.

Using a parting tool to make a concave
in the base ensuring stability, the project
was completed.
As a point of interest, Terry displayed a
number of parting tools with various
profiles which he had made from
mechanical hack saw blades.
The choice of the goblet as a subject
allowed a wide spectrum of spindle
turning techniques to be shown and
although time did not permit Terry to
finish the item to his satisfaction, those
attending seemed well pleased.,
Thank you Terry. [Peter Burnett]
May 27th
Members present were assigned to one
of four teams, who under took the task of
turning a candle stick holder and base to
a predefined pattern. All teams finished
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the activity in time to go home, with the
members of Dave Edward’s team judged
to have done best, and each receiving a
Kauri blank.
June 3rd
Penny King, Michelle Johnson and
Graham de Suza from 3M each brought
displays of the product range they are
responsible for; Safety, Abrasives and
Adhesives respectively.
As well as supplying various grades of
ear and eye protection to suit the job, 3M
have an excellent range of devices to

protect your lungs. I made a note to go
searching for their face 7000 series mask
that takes simple dust filters (or vapour
cartridges) and with it’s good face
sealing properties should prevent the
fogging up of glasses during the colder
winter periods.
I was already acquainted with some of
their abrasives, but had not seen their
sponge sanding pads. I scored a sample
to try, and found it great to use as the
dust goes into the foam, instead of just
clogging the abrasive on the surface of
normal sandpaper.
I’m not sure I wanted to hear that
exterior panels on many commercial
buildings are now glued on, but it was
interesting seeing how strong some of
the specialist 3M adhesives are. It was
also good to find out that many of them
are also available in aerosols to ensure

Some of the Weekly Guild Night Activities
even application.
I found it so refreshing and great in these
times of super-sized-stores to get
sensible sounding answers about all
these hardware products. So thank you
3Marvellous guys for taking the time to
pass on details of your products.
June 10th
What has Phi got to do with Fibonacci,
and what was the Pisa special deal?
Well if you don’t know and also
haven’t heard of the Golden ratio
1.62:1 then you obviously missed a
truly great story and explanation from
Kevin Hodder. What a terrific night,
and I’m not about to try to re-capture
the story in print. That’s impossible.
Thanks Kev.
June 17th
As we have no fixed phone at the
Guild Hall, Keith Woodward and
Pierre Bonny had to use a 3G card to
connect to the internet wirelessly and
show some of the tricks they have
learnt over the years in using
computers, searching the internet, and
keeping up with email when away
from home.

July 1st
Here at NSWG we are really lucky to
have in our immediate vicinity some of
the most talented and experienced
woodturners that New Zealand has on
offer. For the first club night of July, it
was our good fortune to be visited by
Dick Veitch of the South Auckland
Woodturners’ Guild.
Dick is an accomplished woodturner
with years of experience under his belt,
as evidenced by his numerous awards
from among others The Royal Easter
Shows and TURNZ over the years, and
we l l - k n o wn a s a n e n j o ya b l e
demonstrator.

The topic for the evening focused on
the use of a router in your turnings, and
Dick started off by introducing a router
crafter to demonstrate turning of spiral
spindles like balusters. This fascinating
device fastens your router on a
movable bed that gets dragged along
the piece as it is turned by a handle on
the one side. If that sounds confusing,
have a look at Jack’s router crafter at
the Guild.

Next on the agenda was a display of
various jigs that enable the turner to
use index wheels. These wheels have a
series of holes around a centre and
allow the turner to use it like the index
on the lathe, but with many more
possible numbers – I think the ones
Dick had ranged from about 30 up to a
100 holes. Various combinations can
be found by using every second, third
and so on, hole. If you want a number
of holes that are not standard on the
index, let’s say 18, you can find a
number divisible by 18, let’s say 54,
and use every third hole. The method
used to calculate the number of
p o sitio ns is b y d ivid i ng t he
circumference with the width of the
striation, or stripe, on the side of the
bowl - I’m just glad Dick is close on
hand should I ever need to know how
to use it!
Over the years Dick has experimented
with and perfected the jigs necessary to
allow him to do a wide variety of
decorations on the outside, and even on
the inside of turned pieces. The
absolute rock solidness of the jigs and
the ease with which he added the
decorations impressed me, as did his
ability to replicate the same effect over
and over.
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same with most of the Guild. [Chris
Sieberhagen]
July 8th
The last Tuesday evening meeting for
the term brought out a good range of
spindle work. The front page shows
some of the choicest pieces, including
the winners of the three sections and
overall winner—who all took away
some great goodies Trefor had
managed to find around town. It was
great to see the variety—from Sue’s
very delicate jewellery display, the
fantastic ball and skittles by Kevin, to
Mike’s monstrous finial which was too
big to fit here. I’m looking forward to
the end of next term for all the Lidded
box ideas that will be shown off.

Kevin Hodder

Murray Reid

Dick’s demonstration of the use of the
router with woodturning has broadened
my horizons, and I’m sure it is the
5

Making Coloured Wax
Peter Williams describes how
you too can afford to have a
great selection of coloured
waxes and really make your
creations stand out from the
crowd.

Not that I begrudge paying for a
product if I really need it, but, buying
a tin of coloured wax just to dip the
end of a rag in it to use it once or
twice and then stick it under the
bench until it goes dry makes no
sense. Also, the cost of commercial
waxes tends to put one off buying
more than one colour—that is if you
know where to buy it. So with these
thoughts in mind I now mix my own
using reasonably available products.
You could use any colour medium
you like as long it will mix with the
wax but I have found that Schmincke
Pastels from Gordon Harris work
really well for me. These are almost
100% pure colour and have a very
fine particle size; also, the colour
range is vast. This is the display at
Gordon Harris in Albany. One pastel
costs around $10 usually but these
were on special at $7.69.
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The only other ingredient is the wax.
Any of the waxes we normally use for
wo od turning wo uld do. My
preference is the soft wax that Ian
Fish produces as this is very easy to
blend with the colour.
Also it is white and
doesn’t affect the final
colour. I’ve tried harder
waxes but these take up
valuable turning time to
blend.
So what else do you
n
e
e
d
?
Something to convert
the pastel into powder
and containers for the
coloured wax when
finished. I made a small mortar and
pestle out of a piece of hardwood I
had lying about. I left it square so if
my hands were slippery with wax I
could still hold on to it. And lastly
from the Two Dollar shop or Payless
Plastic who both have a wide range of
containers. The ones in the picture

packing the container.
There are many ways to apply the
wax to your work but the receiving
surface needs to be porous and dry. I
like to finish the surface as though it
is to be polished, that is right down to
a 400 grit. Then wire brush or some
other texture and apply the wax
liberally. Wipe off with a kitchen roll
and buff with a rag. A towel is best.
Keep buffing until the colour is there
and no longer comes off the work and
on to the towel. Another technique is
after wire brushing colour the wood
with a dye, allow to dry and then
using a dremel make the patterns you
wish and then apply the wax and buff
off.

were about 7c each.
Now comes the messy part. My
advice is to mix in the workshop and
not in the kitchen. No matter how
careful you are there is always a spill
and you won’t be allowed to forget it.
I have been banished to the shed since
the last time I did it in the house!
Break the pastel into the mortar and
pound with the pestle until it is
reduced to a fine powder. You must
not have any pieces of pastel left as
no matter how soft it is you run the
risk of scratching your work when
applying the wax.
Next, tip the powder into a plastic
container or as I have done continue
the process in the mortar.
If you are in the kitchen this is a
very dangerous time, i.e. ―wax in,
powder out‖. The powder is very light
and if you even breathe too heavily it
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goes everywhere. Just add a small
amount of wax to start with and stir
into the powder. Keep mixing until
you have a fully impregnated wax to a
constancy you like. The final step is

This issue is once again more of a
team effort than usual. Chris
Sieberhagen, Peter Burnett and Pepi
Waite all reported on events; Kevin
Hodder famously reports,
researches, photographs, and
always tells a good yarn. And Peter
Williams has documented a great
method for us all to know. Thanks
guys.
Any offers to photograph and/or
write up any woodturning
activities gratefully accepted - Ed.

Tropical Issues
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Pricing Your Work

Further to the discussions the other
Tuesday night, Dave Edwards has
been looking about how others
price for sale the articles they
make. This is his report on the
subject.
As hobby woodturners who
occasionally sell our work one of the
major challenges is what price do we
put on our work?
I am only too aware that undervaluing
our work can have a detrimental effect
on the work of our peers and in
particular on the work of professionals
who depend on the craft for their
living.
As a guide I have come across the
following two formulae for pricing
your work.

Option #2
Rate per minute =Hourly Rate / 60 = R
Turning time in mins (measured) = T
So Price = R x T
Example 2
Charge out $36/hr, Time to turn =150 mins
Charge rate/minute = $36 /60 =0.6
Therefore 0.6 x 150 =
$90
Plus 10% for O/Heads =
$99
Plus timber cost =
$20
Total Price =
$119

Keep an eye on what’s happening
around the country. Checkout
www.naw.org.nz
New to the Guild and don’t
know what NAW is? The National
Association of Woodworkers is
funded by clubs and individual
members, and provides country
wide coordination of demonstrations,
and much more.

If you are registered for GST you will
need to add this to your final price.
Whether you use one of these formula
to determine your price or simply as a
pricing guide is up to you—however
do not undervalue your craftsmanship.

First you need to decide on what is a
fair hourly charge for your time given
your investment in tools and
equipment. Think about what a
tradesman charges for his time to you.
I would suggest that you need to
consider somewhere between $30 an
$40 dollar an hour as a starting point.

Jack Renwick

Chris Sieberhagen

In both of the following examples you
need to add pre-lathe preparation time
plus off lathe time for embellishing,
carving, texturing or colouring etc.
In the first option the time to turn is
calculated. In the second example you
need to keep track of the time you take
to complete each piece.

Trefor Roberts

Option #1
Rate per minute =Hourly Rate / 60 = R
Turning Time in minutes (calculated
as) = Diameter cm x Height cm = T
So Price = R x T
Example 1
Charge out $36/hr, Bowl 30.4cmx5.5cm
Rate per minute = $36 / 60 = 0.6
Turning time= 30.4cm x 5.5 cm =167
Therefore 0.6 x 167 =
Plus 10% for O/Heads =
Plus timber cost =
Total Price =

$100
$110
$20
$ 130

Peter Williams

Murray Speer
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Members Available to Assist New Members
Colin Crann

17 Rambler Cres, Beachhaven

483 6012

David Edwards

782 East Coast Rd, Browns Bay

478 5338

Mike Lewis

31 Davies Rd, Wellsford

09 423 8894

Jack Renwick

169 Chivalry Rd, Glenfield

444 6228

Pierre Bonny

1 Agathis Ave, Mairangi Bay

478 0163

René Baxalle

48 Stott Ave, Birkdale

483 3799

Kev’s Splinters
Kevin Hodder has been chipping away and finding out about other members. For this issues he quizzed
some guild life members who were very active in the past but who are less active these days.

Back when I joined the North Shore Woodturners
Guild Mike Hewett was the President and what a fine
job he made of it. Made me feel welcome on that first
night and I guess the rest is history. He is a Life
Member of NSWG and lives in Pauanui on the
Coromandel.
What is your name? Mike Hewett
Where do you live? Pauanui
Where were you born? Auckland – Mt Eden Nursing Home
What decade were you born in? 1936
How long have you been wood turning? Since 1992.
How long have you been a member of the NSWG? Since 1992
Are you or have you been in the committee? Yes
If yes to the above, in what role? President, Vice President,
Editor
Who or what has been the greatest influence on your wood turning?
Being a member of the Guild and sharing information
What hobbies apart from wood turning? Tramping and walking
and caring for the bush tracks and local beach
Roughly, how many chisels/gouges do you have? Probably way
too many.
What time of day do you prefer to do your turning? Afternoon
What is your favourite wood? Kauri, Pohutukawa and Maire
What sort of lathe do you own? Woodfast and a Comet
Do you do much sanding? Yes
Do you have a dust extraction system? Yes, I open the window
and turn on the fan
What have you turned recently? Boxes and walking sticks.
What finish do you prefer? Danish Oil
What was your last sudden, unexpected design opportunity? A
walking stick in which I was placing grooves which became
much deeper than required resulting in an insert.
The item of which I am most proud: A walking stick with a rams
horn handle.
Last weekend I? Went and saw Priscilla Queen of the Desert. A
wonderful show.

What is your name? Bob Caldwell
Where do you live? 46 Merani St. Belmont Narrow Neck
Where were you born? Huntly in the Waikato
What decade were you born in? 1920s
How long have you been wood turning? 10 years
How long have you been a member of the NSWG? 18 years
Are you or have you been in the committee? Yes
If yes to the above, in what role? Secretary Treasurer
Who or what has been the greatest influence on your wood turning?
Ian Fish
Who/what live at/in your house? My wife Shelia and I
What hobbies apart from wood turning? Long term member of St
Peter's Choir (Bass)
Roughly, how many chisels/gouges do you have? About 2 dozen
What time of day do you prefer to do your turning? Any time but
mainly day time
What is your favourite wood? Macrocarpa and Totara
What sort of lathe do you own? Home made. Made for my Dad
about 1900 with wooden bed, head and tail stock
Do you do much sanding? As little as possible. The dust got to
me eventually
Do you have a dust extraction system? No!
What have you turned recently? Nothing recently
What finish do you prefer? Teak wax
What was your last sudden, unexpected design opportunity?
Nothing too major
The item of which I am most proud: Pot plant stand with tripod
feet etc. All out of recycled kauri.
Last weekend I? A soggy weekend at home

HirePool Albany

Corner Rosedale Rd & Tawa Drive
Phone 415 6575 www.hirepool.co.nz
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2008 Programme - Term 3
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This Term’s Project— Lidded Boxes.
Tuesday 7pm

Activity

July 22nd

Dave Edwards demonstration on Lidded Boxes.

July 29th

Practical Night – 4 Lathes making boxes: Dave, Pierre, Mike,
William.

August 5th

Practical Night – Lidded Boxes.

August 12th

Mike Lewis demonstrating his take on making Lidded Boxes.

August 19th

Ian Fish demonstrating Lidded Boxes with a difference.

August 26th

Practical Night – Lidded Boxes.

September 2nd

Dick Vietch Demonstrating.

September 9th

Practical Night – Lidded Boxes

September 16th

To be notified

September 23rd

Last Night Term3. Lidded Box competitions and prizes

October 14th

First Night Term 4

Turning Tools Ltd

18c Roseberry Avenue
Birkenhead
Auckland, N.Z
Ph. (09) 418 1312
Email. ipfish@xtra.co.nz

For other official events at Guild Hall, Agincourt Reserve, Agincourt Road,
Glenfield please see ** below.

Other Special Events coming up
** August 2nd

Guild Hall open for all members to use lathes & equipment starting 9:30 am. Contact:
Les Whitty Ph 414 6296

** August 23rd

Workshop – Looking at Box making with René Baxalle. See Noticeboard (Only 10
places available)

** September 6th

Guild Hall open for all members to use lathes & equipment starting 9:30 am. Contact:
Les Whitty Ph 414 6296

September 12-13

National Woodskills Festival, Kawerau

** September 27th

WORKING BEE 9:30am.

September 26– 28

Participation 2008—South Auckland Woodturners, Papatoetoe

October 10 –12

Tauranga Woodcrafters Club Annual Show

For a full listing of events in NZ—check out http://www.naw.org.nz/whatson.htm

ROBERTSON AND SINCLAIR LTD
112 WAIRAU ROAD, TAKAPUNA, AUCKLAND
PH: 09 444 6389
FAX: 09 444 9100

See Dave Newman for all your
woodworking requirements bandsaw blades, power tools,
Teknatool agents, sharpening, new
and used machinery.

WOODWORKING TECHNOLOGY - MACHINERY- TOOLING-SHARPENING
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The NOVA 1624-44 - Best Value according to USA’s Fine Woodworking Mag.
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